FreeMeet2Trade is a website designed for use by students to contact other students to encourage the exchange of textbooks. It provides a professional facilitator to students who want to buy and sell textbooks with other students. Accounts are only available to students with proper .edu email addresses. Once a student signs up for an account, they can start the Meet2Trade process of trading textbooks for cash with other students.

To create a trusted environment for students to exchange textbooks with one another thus avoiding the overcharging of bookstores.

There are many students on Ohio State campus that buy books from the book store then at the end of the quarter sell them back for a very large loss of money. The book stores will then resell these books and sell them for a much higher cost to the student.

Many students would like an opportunity to sell their books at a higher price than what the stores offer and many students would like to purchase books for a lower price. This is where the design of our eCommerce Site, FreeMeet2Trade, comes into play. This site is a purely local site for Ohio State students where they can place books online for sale and other students can purchase these books from the students. It is a win-win situation in which both the seller can make more money than the book store offers and the buyer can purchase a book for a lower cost than what the store provides.
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